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Abstra t
We present a methodology to extra t the ba kbone of omplex networks in whi h the
weight and dire tion of links, as well as non-topologi al state variables asso iated with nodes
play a ru ial role. This methodology an be applied in general to networks in whi h mass
or energy is owing along the links. In this paper, we show how the pro edure enables us
to address important questions in e onomi s, namely how ontrol and wealth is stru tured
and on entrated a ross national markets. We report on the rst ross- ountry investigation
of ownership networks in the sto k markets of 48 ountries around the world. On the one
hand, our analysis onrms results expe ted on the basis of the literature on orporate
ontrol, namely that in Anglo-Saxon ountries ontrol tends to be dispersed among numerous
shareholders. On the other hand, it also reveals that in the same ountries, ontrol is found
to be highly on entrated at the global level, namely lying in the hands of very few important
shareholders. This result has previously not been reported, as it is not observable without
the kind of network analysis developed here.
PACS numbers: 89.65.Gh, 02.50.-r, 05.45.Df, 64.60.aq
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Introdu tion

The empiri al analysis of real-world

omplex networks has revealed unsuspe ted regularities

su h as s aling laws whi h are robust a ross many domains, ranging from biology or

omputer

systems to so iety and e onomi s [1, 2, 3, 4℄. This has suggested that universal or at least generi
me hanisms are at work in the formation of many su h networks. Tools and
statisti al physi s have been

on epts from

ru ial for the a hievement of these ndings [5, 6℄.

In the last years, in order to oer useful insights into more detailed resear h questions, several
studies have started taking into a

ount the spe i

meaning of the nodes and links in the various

domains the the real-world networks pertain to [7, 8℄. Three levels of analysis are possible. The
lowest level

orresponds to a purely topologi al approa h (best epitomized by a binary adja en y

matrix, where links simply exists or do not). Allowing the links to

arry weights [7℄, or weights

and dire tion [9℄, denes the se ond level. Only re ent studies have started fo using on the third
level of detail, in whi h the nodes themselves are assigned a degree of freedom, sometimes also
alled tness. This is a non-topologi al state variables whi h shapes the topology of the network
[8, 10, 11℄.
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Indeed, when analyzing real-world networks,

onsidering all three levels

an yield new insights

whi h would otherwise remain unobserved. For instan e, in the present paper, the identi ation
of the key players in the networks under study is only possible if the network analysis takes into
a

ount a non-topologi al variable (namely, the value of the market

apitalization of the listed

ompanies). In doing so, we are able to show that in markets where the

ontrol of

tends to be more evenly distributed a ross many shareholders, unexpe tedly, the
global point of view, tends to be more
is in

orporations

ontrol, from a

on entrated in the hands of few shareholders. This result

ontrast with previously held views in the e onomi s literature.

However,

onsidering all three levels of detail does not guarantee per se that new insights

be gained. It is also essential that the standard measures utilized in the analysis of
networks are appropriately adapted to the spe i

an

omplex

nature of the network under investigation.

For instan e, the study of the degree distribution in various real-world networks has revealed
universal features a ross dierent domains [12℄. In many
is not a suitable measure of

ases however, the degree of the nodes

onne tivity [7, 10℄. In this paper, we introdu e novel quantities,

analogous to in- and out-degree, whi h are better suited for networks in whi h the relative weight
of the links are important.
The physi s literature on

omplex e onomi

networks has previously fo used on boards of di-

re tors [13, 14℄, market investments [10, 15℄, sto k pri e
trade [18, 19℄. In this

orrelations [16, 17℄ and international

ontext, the present work represents the rst

omprehensive

ross- ountry

analysis of 48 sto k markets world-wide. The paper introdu es a novel algorithm able to identify
and extra t the ba kbone in the networks of ownership relations among rms. Notably, we also
provide a generalization of the method appli able to networks in whi h weights and dire tion of
links, as well as non-topologi al state variables assigned to the nodes play a role. In parti ular,
the method is relevant for networks in whi h there is a ow of mass (or energy) along the links
and one is interested in identifying the subset of nodes where a given fra tion of the mass of the
system is owing.
In this paper, we show how this type of

omplex network analysis

an address resear h questions

that are important in e onomi s. To this aim, we need to briey review the relevant literature. In
e onomi s, the

orporate nan e and

the notions of ownership and
a tivities of a

orporate governan e literature addresses issues related to

ontrol. As an example, the question to what extent the e onomi

ountry are in the

ontrol of one or more groups of few a tors has been a re urring

theme. The answer has important impli ations in terms of

ompetition, innovation, and even for

politi al power [20℄.
There is a vast body of literature on

orporate

ontrol that fo uses on

units. The resear h topi s this eld of study addresses
Firstly, analyzing the dispersion or
investigating how the patterns of

an be grouped into three major

on entration of

ontrol vary a ross
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omplex ownership patterns [26, 27, 28,

ross-shareholdings (also known as business groups) [31℄.

ooperative game theory analyzing politi al voting games has resulted in

the development of so- alled power indi es [32, 33℄. These ideas have been applied to

oalitions

of shareholders voting at Shareholders Meetings [34℄.
It should be noted that most previous empiri al studies did not build on the idea that ownership
and

ontrol dene a vast

spe i

omplex network of dependen ies. Instead, they sele ted samples of

ompanies and looked only at their lo al web of inter onne tions. These approa hes are

unable to dis ern

ontrol at a global level. This emphasizes the fa t that the bird's-eye-view given

by a network perspe tive is important for unveiling overar hing relationships. Remarkably, the
investigation of the nan ial ar hite ture of

as a whole

orporations in national or global e onomies taken

is just at the beginning [10, 35, 36℄.

In a nutshell, the resear h questions arising from the analysis of ownership networks
summarized as follows: what is the map of
distribution of

orporate

ontrol? This entails the study of the global

ontrol next to identifying the degree of fragmentation or integration of su h

ontrol stru tures. These questions

an be posed at a

In this paper, we fo us only on the issue of how

ountry

or at a

world-wide

ontrol is distributed, at the

on the knowledge of the ownership ties. Indeed, although
ownership is

an be

ertainly one of the main vehi les of

level.

ountry level, based

ontrol is exer ised in many subtle ways,

ontrol. As mentioned, our aim is to investigate

the nature of ownership networks, that is, a web of shareholding relations of quoted
and their shareholders in 48

ompanies

ountry's sto k markets. In detail, we address the issue of how

ontrol

and wealth is stru tured in these markets. As a rst step, we propose a new model to estimate
orporate

ontrol based on the knowledge of the ownership ties. We then not only in orporate all

three levels of network analysis, but also
to a

onsider higher orders of neighborhood relations, next

ounting for all indire t ownership ties in our study. In this respe t, to our knowledge, there

exists no

omparable work of this kind in the literature. Our methodology allows us to identify

and extra t the

ore subnetwork where most of the value of the sto k market resides,

ba kbone of ontrol.

The analysis of these stru tures reveals previously unobservable results. Not

only is the lo al dispersion of
in addition, the lo al

ontrol asso iated with a global

on entration of

value. In detail, an even distribution of
Anglo-Saxon markets) is a

ontrol at the level of individual

ompanied by a high

on entration of

level. This novel observation means that, in su h

ountries where the

on entration of

ontrol and value,

ontrol is related to a global dispersion of

ontrol is lo ally

ontrol and

orporations (typi al of

ontrol and value at the global

ountries, although sto ks tend to be held by

many shareholders, the market as a whole is a tually
other hand, in

alled the

ontrolled by very few shareholders. On the
on entrated (e.g., European states),

ontrol

and value is dispersed at the global level, meaning that there is a large number of shareholders
ontrolling few

orporations.
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The paper is organized as follows. Se . 2 des ribes the dataset we used. In Se . 3 we introdu e
and dis uss our methodology and perform a preliminary topologi al analysis of the networks.
Se . 4 des ribes the ba kbone extra tion algorithm. In parti ular, we show that the method
be generalized by providing a re ipe for generi
also introdu es

weighted and dire ted networks. The se tion

lassi ation measures whi h are employed for the ba kbone analysis in Se . 5.

Finally, Se . 6 summarizes our results and

2

an

on ludes the paper.

The Dataset

We are able to employ a unique dataset

onsisting of nan ial data on publi

shareholders in global sto k markets. We

ompanies and their

onstrain our analysis to a subset of 48

ountries: United

Arab Emirates (AE), Argentina (AR), Austria (AT), Australia (AU), Belgium (BE), Bermuda
(BM), Canada (CA), Switzerland (CH), Chile (CL), China (CN), Germany (DE), Denmark (DK),
Spain (ES), Finland (FI), Fran e (FR), United Kingdom (GB), Gree e (GR), Hong Kong (HK),
Indonesia (ID), Ireland (IE), Israel (IL), India (IN), I eland (IS), Italy (IT), Jordan (JO), Japan
(JP), South Korea (KR), Kuwait (KW), Cayman Islands (KY), Luxembourg (LU), Mexi o (MX),
Malaysia (MY), Netherlands (NL), Norway (NO), New Zealand (NZ), Oman (OM), Philippines
(PH), Portugal (PT), Saudi Arabia (SA), Sweden (SE), Singapore (SG), Thailand (TH), Tunisia
(TN), Turkey (TR), Taiwan (TW), USA (US), Virgin Islands (VG), South Afri a (ZA). In the
following, the

ountries will be identied by their two letter ISO 3166-1 alpha-2

parenthesis above. To assemble the ownership networks of the individual
sto ks in the

ountry's market and all their available shareholders, who

national or international
The data is

odes given in the

ountries, we sele t the
an be natural persons,

orporations themselves, or other legal entities.

1

ompiled from Bureau van Dijk's ORBIS database . In total, we analyze 24877

orporations (or sto ks) and 106141 shareholding entities who
dividuals, families,

annot be owned themselves (in-

ooperative so ieties, registered asso iations, foundations, publi

et .). Note that be ause the

orporations

authorities,

an also appear as shareholders, the network does not

display a bipartite stru ture. The sto ks are

onne ted through 545896 ownership ties to their

shareholders. The database represents a snapshot of the ownership relations at the beginning of
2007. The values for the market

apitalization, whi h is dened as the number of outstanding

shares times the rm's market pri e, are also from early 2007. These values will be our proxy for
the size of

orporations and hen e serve as the non-topologi al state variables.

We ensure that every node in the network is a distin t entity. In addition, as theoreti ally the
sum of the shareholdings of a

ompany should be 100%, we normalize the ownership per entages

if the sum is smaller due to unreported shareholdings. Su h missing ownership data is nearly
always due to their per entage values being very small and hen e negligible.

1

http://www.bvdep. om/orbis.html.
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A 3-Level Network Analysis

Standard network analysis fo uses on topi s like degree distribution, assortativity,
oe ients, average path lengths,
the stru ture of

onne ted

omponents, et . However, our spe i

lustering
interest in

ontrol renders most of these quantities inappropriate.

For instan e, the out-degree measures, in an ownership network, the number of rms in whi h a
shareholder has invested. A high out-degree does not imply high

ontrol sin e the shares

very small. Similarly, the in-degree, revealing the number of shareholders a
little insight into the amount of inuen e these shareholders
extend the notion of degree to t our
degree-degree
The

lustering

ould be

orporation has, gives

an exert. In Se . 3.2 we therefore

ontext. Consequently, it is also not

lear how to interpret

orrelations, i.e., (dis-) assortativity.
oe ient dened for undire ted graphs is equivalent to

ounting the number

of triangles in a network. It does not have an obvious interpretation in the dire ted
an undire ted triangle

an

orrespond to several dire ted triangle

ase, sin e

ongurations. Clustering

oe ients have been introdu ed for weighted and undire ted networks [7℄, next to weighted and
dire ted networks [37℄. However, these denitions only
in this paper, we use a measure of

ontrol that

onsider paths of length two. In

ontrast,

onsider all paths of all lengths (see Se . 3.5).

Indeed, the knowledge of all the sto ks rea hable from any parti ular shareholder represents
nothing else than a denition of indire t

ontrol.

For similar reasons, the average path length for the undire ted graph does not have an interpretation in terms of

ontrol. Therefore, for our purposes, it also does not make sense to

ompute

the small-world property (whi h is based on the two previously dis ussed quantities) of these
real-world networks.
On the other hand, an analysis of the
of fragmentation of the

onne ted

omponents may provide insights into the degree

apital markets and we briey address this issue in the following se tion.

We then introdu e extensions of existing network measures and dene new quantities that better
suit the ownership networks whi h are subsequently analyzed at all three levels of resolution in
Se . 4.

3.1 Level 1: Topologi al analysis
The network of ownership relations in a
some basi

ountry is very intri ate and a

properties of these networks reveals a great level of variability.

For example, an analysis of the number and sizes of
ranging from a single
largest

ross- ountry analysis of

onne ted

onne ted

onne ted

omponents unveils a spe trum

omponent in IS to 459 in the US. With a size of 18468, the

omponent in the US is bigger than any single national ownership network in

our sample.
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illustration of a bow-tie topology: the

entral area is the strongly

on-

omponent (SCC), where there is a path from ea h node to every other node, and the

left (IN) and right (OUT) se tions

Many small
omponent
ne ted

omponents

ontain the in oming and outgoing nodes, respe tively.

orrespond to a fragmented

apital market while a giant and dense

orresponds to an integrated market. It is however not very

omponents reveal about the stru ture and distribution of

onne ted

omponents

an feature many dierent

lear what su h

on-

ontrol. The same pattern of

ongurations of

ontrol. Therefore, it makes

sense to move on to the next level of analysis by introdu ing the notion of dire tion. Now it
is possible to identify strongly
patterns

orrespond to sets of

onne ted

omponents. In terms of ownership networks, these

orporations where every rm is

a path of indire t ownership. Furthermore, these

onne ted to every other rm via

omponents may form bow-tie stru tures, akin

to the topology of the World Wide Web [38℄. Fig. 1 illustrates an idealized bow-tie topology.
This stru ture ree ts the ow of
and all

ontrol, as every shareholder in the IN se tion exerts

orporations in the OUT se tion are

We nd that roughly two thirds of the

ontrolled.

ountries' ownership networks

ontain bow-tie stru tures

(see also [39℄). Indeed, already at this level of analysis, previously observed patterns
overed. As an example, the

ontrol

ountries with the highest o

an be redis-

urren e of (small) bow-tie stru tures

are KR and TW, and to a lesser degree JP. A possible determinant is the well known existen e
of so- alled business groups in these
forming a tightly-knit web of

ountries (e.g., the

keiretsu

in JP, and the

haebol

in KR)

ross-shareholdings (see the introdu tion and referen es in [31℄ and

[40℄). For AU, CA, GB and US we observe very few bow-tie stru tures of whi h the largest ones
however

ontain hundreds to thousands of

orporations. It is an open question if the emergen e

of these mega-stru tures in the Anglo-Saxon
(the so- alled Atlanti

or sto k market

and whether this nding

ountries is due to their unique type of

apitalism

apitalism, see the introdu tion and referen es in [41℄),

ontradi ts the assumption that these markets are

hara terized by the

absen e of business groups [31℄.
Continuing with this line of resear h would lead to the question of how
(e.g., investigations of the distribution of

luster sizes,

ontrol is fragmented

luster densities, et .). Further analyzing

this issue at the third level would require the weight of links and non-topologi al variables of the
nodes to be

onsidered as well. As our

urrent interest is devoted to the rst question of how
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ontrol: illustration of idealized network topologies in terms of lo al

ontrol (x-axis) vs. global

on entration of

ontrol (y -axis); shareholders and

sto ks are shown as empty and lled bullets, respe tively; arrows represent ownership;

s

the dis ussion in the text;

and

h

onsult

will be introdu ed in Se . 4.4; see Fig. 11 for the empiri al

results.

ontrol is distributed, we do not further investigate the nature of the
We ask instead what stru tures

an be identied that ree t the

proposed methodology answers this question by extra ting the

onne ted

omponents.

on entration of

ontrol. Our

ore stru tures of the ownership

networks  the ba kbones  unveiling the seat of power in national sto k markets (see Se . 4).
Fig. 2 anti ipates the possible generi
distributions of

ongurations resulting from lo al and global

ontrol. Moving to the right-hand side of the

holders (lo al dispersion of
ea h. The

ba kbone

y -axis depi

sto ks have many share-

ontrol), whereas sto ks on the very left side have only one shareholder

ts the global

on entration of

trolling all the sto ks in the market. Moving up the
shareholders. There is a

x-axis the

onsisten y

(E) is ex luded. Possible network

ontrol, i.e., how many shareholders are

y -axis, the sto

onstraint on the

on-

ks are held by fewer and fewer

oordinates that are allowed and region

ongurations are (A) many owners sharing many sto ks, (B)

few shareholders holding many sto ks, (C) a single shareholder

ontrolling all the sto ks and (D)

a situation with an equal number of shareholders, ownership ties and sto ks. Note that (A) does
not ne essarily need to be a
result in su h

onne ted stru ture as many fragmented network

oordinates.
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i1

i2

i3

Wi2 j
Wi1 j

Wi3 j
j
sj

Figure 3: Denition of the

on entration index

sj ,

measuring the number of prominent in-

oming edges, respe tively the ee tive number of shareholders of the sto k
weights are equal, then

sj

kjin , where

=

is overwhelmingly larger than the others, the

kjin is the in-degree of vertex

j . When all the
j . When one weight

on entration index approa hes the value one,

meaning that there exists a single dominant shareholder of

j.

3.2 Level 2: Extending the notions of degree
In graph theory, the number of edges per vertex

i is

alled the

onne tivity degree

and is denoted

ki . If the edges are oriented, one has to distinguish between the in-degree and out-degree,
in
k and kout , respe tively. When the edges are weighted, the orresponding quantity is alled

by

strength

[7℄:

kiw :=

X

Wij .

(1)

j

Note that for weighted and oriented networks, one has to distinguish between the in- and outstrengths,

kin−w

and

kout−w ,

respe tively.

However, the interpretation of
In the

kin/out−w

is not always straightforward for real-world networks.

ase of ownership networks, as mentioned in Se . 3, there is no useful meaning asso iated

with these values. In order to provide a more rened and appropriate des ription of weighted
ownership networks, we introdu e two quantities that extend the notions of degree and strength
in a sensible way.
The rst quantity to be

onsidered ree ts the relative importan e of the neighbors of a vertex.

More spe i ally, given a vertex

j

and its in oming edges, we fo us on the originating verti es

of su h edges, as shown in Fig. 3. The idea is to dene a quantity that

aptures the relative

importan e of in oming edges.
When there are no weights asso iated with the edges, we expe t all edges to

ount the same. If

weights have a large varian e, some edges will be more important than others. A way of measuring

on entration index

the number of prominent in oming edges is to dene the

sj :=



Pkjin

i=1 Wij

Pkjin

2

2
i=1 Wij
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Hi2 j3

i2

Hi3 j3

i3

Hi1 j3
j3

i1
hi1

j2
Figure 4: The denition of the
edges. In the
that are

Hi1 j2

ontrol index

hi ,

measuring the number of prominent outgoing

ontext of ownership networks this value represents the ee tive number of sto ks

ontrolled by shareholder

the fra tion of

ontrol

Hij ,

i.

Note that to obtain su h a measure, we have to

whi h is a model of how ownership

an be mapped to

onsider

ontrol (see

the dis ussion in Se . 3.5).

Note that this quantity is akin to the inverse of the Herndahl index extensively used in e onomi s
as a standard indi ator of market

on entration [42℄. Indeed, already in the 1980s the Herndahl

index was also introdu ed to measure ownership

on entration [43℄. Notably, a similar measure

has also been used in statisti al physi s as an order parameter [44℄. In the
networks,

sj

ontext of ownership

is interpreted as the ee tive number of shareholders of the sto k

interpreted as a measure of

j.

Thus it

an be

ontrol from the point of view of a sto k.

The se ond quantity to be introdu ed measures the number of important outgoing edges of the
verti es. For a given vertex i, with a destination vertex
the importan e of

i

with respe t to all verti es

j , we rst dene a measure whi
j:

h ree ts

onne ting to

Wij2
.
Hij := P in
kj
2
l=1 Wlj

(3)

(0, 1]. For instan e, if Hij ≈ 1 then i is by far the most
important destination vertex for the vertex j . For our ownership network, Hij represents the
fra tion of ontrol shareholder i has on the ompany j . For an interpretation of Hij from an
This quantity has values in the interval

e onomi s point of view,

onsult Se . 3.5.

In a next step, we then dene the

ontrol index :
kiout

hi :=

X

Hij .

(4)

j=1

As shown in Fig. 4, this quantity is a way of measuring how important the outgoing edges of a
node

i

are with respe t to its neighbors' neighbors. Within the ownership network setting,

interpreted as the ee tive number of sto ks

ontrolled by shareholder
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3.3 Distributions of s and h
In this paper,

s

h

and

are primarily used in the algorithm that extra ts the ba kbone (see Se .

4). However, these measures

an also provide insights into the patterns of how ownership and

ontrol are distributed at a lo al level.
Fig. 5 shows the probability density fun tion (PDF) of
the full sample

sj

for a sele tion of nine

ountries (for

onsult [45℄). There is a diversity in the shapes and ranges of the distributions

to be seen. For instan e, the distribution of GB reveals that many
20 leading shareholders, whereas in IT few
shareholders. Su h

ountry-spe i

ompanies have more than

ompanies are held by more than ve signi ant

signatures were expe ted to appear due to the dieren es in

legal and institutional settings (e.g., law enfor ement, prote tion of minority shareholders [25℄).
On the other hand, looking at the
sele ted

umulative distribution fun tion (CDF) of

kiout (shown for three

ountries in the top panel of Fig. 6; the full sample is available at [45℄) a more uniform

shape is revealed. The distributions range a ross two to three orders of magnitude. Hen e some
shareholders

an hold up to a

ouple of thousand sto ks, whereas the majority have ownership

in less than 10. Considering the CDF of
that the

urves of

hi

seen in the middle panel of Fig. 6, one

display two regimes. This is true for nearly all analyzed

an observe

ountries, with a

ountry-dependent variability. Notable ex eptions are FI, IS, LU, PT, TN, TW, VG. In
PSfrag repla ements

slight

hi ,

order to understand this behavior it is useful to look at the PDF of
panel of Fig. 6. This un overs a new systemati

hi ,

shown in the bottom

feature: the peak at the value of

that there are many shareholders in the markets who's only intention is to
sto k. This observation, however,

hi = 1 indi

ontrol one single

ould also be due to a database artefa t as in ompleteness of

the data may result in many sto ks having only one reported shareholder. In order to
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onstrain these ownership relations to the ones
ontrol. In a subsequent analysis we still observe

ountries (BM, CA, CH, DE, FR, GB, ID, IN, KY, MY, TH, US, ZA; ES

being the most pronoun ed). In addition, we nd many su h shareholders to be non-rms, i.e.,
people, families or legal entities, hardening the eviden e for this type of ex lusive

ontrol. This

result emphasizes the utility of the newly dened measures to un over relevant stru tures in the
real-world ownership networks.

3.4 Level 3: Adding non-topologi al values
The quantities dened in Eqs. (2) and (4) rely on the dire tion and weight of the links. However,
they do not

onsider non-topologi al state variables assigned to the nodes themselves. In our

ase of ownership networks, a natural
thousand USD,

hoi e is to use the market

vj , as a proxy for their sizes. Hen

e

vj

apitalization value of rms in

will be utilized as the state variable in the

subsequent analysis. In a rst step, we address the question of how mu h wealth the shareholders
own, i.e, the value in their portfolios.
As the per entage of ownership given by

i

holds in

j,

and the market

Wij

apitalization of

is a measure of the fra tion of outstanding shares

j

is dened by the number of outstanding shares

times the market pri e, the following quantity ree ts

i's portfolio value:

kiout

pi :=

X

Wij vj .

j=1
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Wij in the previous
ontrol value:

ontrol, we repla e

dened in Eq. (3), yielding the

kiout

X

ci :=

Hij vj .

(6)

j=1

A high ci value is indi ative of the possibility to

ontrol a portfolio with a big market

value. This newly introdu ed quantity (extended to also in lude indire t

apitalization

ontrol relations, as

des ribed in the next se tion) is used in Se . 4.1 to identify and rank the important shareholders.

3.5 The interpretation and extension of Hij
Hij ,

In Se . 3.2 the fra tion of

ontrol,

relative importan e of node

i with respe

was introdu ed from a network perspe tive as giving the
t to all other nodes linking to

j . From an e

onomi s point

of view, it should be emphasized that while ownership is an obje tive quantity (the per entage of
shares owned),

ontrol

an only be estimated. Several models aiming at deriving

ontrol based on

the knowledge of ownership have been proposed. In this se tion we dis uss how our new measure
over omes some of the limitations of previous models.
There is a great freedom in how
in their equity

orporations are allowed to map per entages of ownership

apital (also referred to as

ash-ow rights) into voting rights assigned to the

holders at Shareholders Meetings (e.g., nonvoting shares, dual
rights, golden shares, voting-right
ountries the

lasses of shares, multiple voting

eilings, et .). However, empiri al studies indi ate that in many

orporations tend not to exploit all the opportunities allowed by national laws to

skew voting rights. Instead, they adopt the so- alled one-share-one-vote prin iple whi h states
that ownership per entages yield identi al per entages of voting rights [25, 46℄.
It is however still not obvious how to

ompute

ontrol from the knowledge of the voting rights.

As an example, some simple models introdu ing a xed threshold for
(with threshold values of 10% and 20% [25℄ next to a more
Furthermore,
selves

ontrol have been proposed

onservative value of 50% [29℄).

indire t ownership relations are not negligible. Complex ownership stru

an a t as vehi les to separate ownership from

ontrol propagates via indire t ownership, the so- alled

tures them-

ontrol. To address the question of how

integrated model

has been proposed [26℄.

n rms onne ted by ross-shareholdings and pyramidal ownership relations. Let Aij , with i, j = 1, 2, ..., n, be the ownership (Wij ) or ontrol (Hij ) that ompany i has
dire tly on ompany j , and A = [Aij ] is the matrix of all the links between every one of the n
Consider a sample of

rms. By denition, it holds that

n
X

Aij ≤ 1;

j = 1, ..., n.

i=1
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When some shareholders of

ompany

i are not identied or are outside the sample n, the inequal-

ity be omes stri t. The integrated model a
re ursive

orporations:

ontrolling whom?

ounts for dire t and indire t ownership through a

omputation. The general form of the equation reads

Ãij := Aij +

X

Ain Ãnj ,

(8)

n

where the tilde denotes integrated ownership or

ontrol. This expression

an be written in matrix

form as

Ã = A + AÃ,

(9)

the solution of whi h is given by

Ã = (I − A)−1 A.
For the matrix

(I − A)

(10)

to be non-negative and non-singular, a su ient

ondition is that the

λ(A) < 1. This is ensured by the following requirement: in
P
ea h strongly onne ted omponent S there exists at least one node j su h that
i∈S Aij < 1.
In an e onomi setting, this means that there exists no subset of k rms (k = 1, . . . , n) that
are entirely owned by the k rms themselves. A ondition whi h is always fullled in ownership
Frobenius root is smaller than one,

networks [26℄.
In order to derive the integrated model for the
Eq. (10) for the fra tion of
sum over the market

ontrol

Hij

ontrol value dened in Eq. (6), we rst solve

to yield the integrated fra tion of

apitalization of all held assets,

integrated ontrol value:

vj ,

ontrol

H̃ij ,

and then

weighted by this value to re over the

kiout

c̃i :=

X

H̃ij vj .

(11)

j=1

The

omputation of the fra tion of

ontrol and the integrated model

an be understood in terms

of two non- ommutative mappings.
There is a further problem in estimating
individuals but

an

ontrol or power: shareholders do not only a t as

ollaborate in shareholding

The theory of politi al voting games in

oalitions and give rise to so- alled voting blo ks.

ooperative game theory has been applied to the problem

of shareholder voting in the form of so- alled

power indi es

[47℄. However, the employment of

power indi es for measuring shareholder voting behavior has failed to nd widespread a
due to

omputational, in onsisten y and

The so- alled degree of
measuring the degree of

ontrol,

α,

eptan e

on eptual issues [47, 48℄.

was introdu ed in [43, 49℄ as a probabilisti

voting model

ontrol of a blo k of large shareholdings as the probability of it attra ting

majority support in a voting game. Without going into details, the idea is as follows. Consider a
shareholder

i

with ownership

value in absolute terms of

Wij

Wij ,

in the sto k

j.

Then the

ontrol of

i

depends not only on the

but also on how dispersed the remaining shares are (measured
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by the Herndahl index). The more they tend to be dispersed, the higher the value of
a shareholder with a small
this probabilisti
realize, that
value of

0.5

α

Wij

an obtain a high degree of

voting model

α. So even

ontrol. The assumptions underlying

orrespond to those behind the power indi es. It is important to

an only be applied for the largest shareholders, as it gives a minimum

(even for arbitrarily small shareholdings). As a

shareholders of a

onsequen e,

ompany violates Eq. (7) and therefore it

omputing

uto

α for all

the

annot be utilized in an integrated

model.
Based on the previous dis ussion, we present a minimal list of requirements a reasonable model
of

ontrol should full:

F : (0, 1]N → (0, 1]N , for the N shareholding relations {Wij }, where
F1 ({Wij }), . . . , FN ({Wij }) represent ontrol and take on ontinuous values.

1. Dene a mapping from

2. Be extendable to an integrated version.
3. Sum to one for ea h sto k, as
4. Emulate the behavior of

α

Indeed, our quantity

j

Wij

in prin iple does.

for large shareholders.

5. Have an intuitive meaning of
6. Be feasible to

P

ontrolling power.

ompute on large networks.

Hij

adheres to this small

atalogue of requirements. The denition of

Hij

lies between a linear mapping implied by the one-share-one-vote prin iple and the xed-threshold
model. It holds that

P

j

Hij = 1,

be oset by shareholders loosing
and

α

for all sto ks

j.

In ee t, any shareholder gaining

ontrol will

ontrol. For large shareholders, the analyti al expressions of

Hij

share very similar behavior (a detailed dis ussion of this point is beyond the s ope of this

paper). This means that to some extent our measure of
of shareholders into a

ontrol

an take possible strategi

allian es

ount without requiring the knowledge of data on voting blo ks. There is

an intuitive meaning of power asso iated with our model: how important is a shareholder with
respe t to all other shareholders, or what is the relative voting power of a shareholder

onsidering

the dispersion of the rest of the votes? Applying the integrated model by virtue of Eq. (10) to

Hij

yields

any

H̃ij .

We are able to

ompute

H̃ij

for every shareholder in the sample without fa ing

omputational restri tions (as opposed to the power indi es). To summarize, the properties

of our model make a sensible ranking of all shareholders a

ording to their

ontrolling power

possible.
This

on ludes that our new measure of

nan e literature and the game theoreti

ontrol merges

ru ial insights from the

orporate -

approa h to voting while addressing their mentioned

short omings. It should also be noted, that

sj

represents the
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ontrol seen from the point of view of the shareholders, the former ree ts

the

ontrol seen by the sto ks.

4

Identifying the Ba kbone of Corporate Control

Based on the quantities introdu ed in the previous se tions we are now in the position to pro eed
with the main aim of the paper, whi h is to investigate the

on entration of

ontrol in the

ownership networks at a global level. This means, qualitatively, that we have to identify those
shareholders who

an be

onsidered to be in

algorithm that extra ts the

ba kbone.

This stru ture

ontrol of the market. In detail, we develop an

ore subnetwork from the ownership network, whi h we

all the

onsists of the smallest set of the most powerful shareholders that,

olle tively, are potentially able to

ontrol a predened fra tion of the market in terms of value.

To this aim, in Se . 4.1, we introdu e a ranking of the shareholders based on the value of the
portfolio they

ontrol, as measured by the integrated

are then able to

ompute how mu h value the top shareholders

should they form a

oalition. We

all this notion

c̃i ,

ontrol value

dened in Eq. (11). We

an potentially

umulative ontrol.

ontrol, jointly,

Building on this knowledge,

in Se . 4.2, we extra t the subnetwork of the most powerful shareholders and their ( umulatively)
ontrolled sto ks: the ba kbone. Se . 4.3 presents a generalization of this ba kbone-extra tion
algorithm appli able to general weighted and oriented networks. The ba kbone stru tures of
the analyzed

ountries are further investigated in Se . 4.4. Dierent

introdu ed, allowing us to perform a

lassi ation measures are

ross- ountry analysis of how the

ontrol and value are

globally distributed in the markets (Se . 5.1) next to identifying who is holding the seat of power
(Se . 5.2).

4.1 Computing umulative ontrol
The rst step of our methodology requires the

onstru tion of a Lorenz-like

the distribution of the value in a market. In e onomi s, the Lorenz
representation of the

urve in order un over

urve gives a graphi al

umulative distribution fun tion of a probability distribution. It is often

used to represent in ome distributions, where the

x-axis ranks the poorest x% of households and
y -axis.

relates them to a per entage value of in ome on the
Here, on the

x-axis we rank the shareholders a

ording to their importan e and report the fra tion

they represent with respe t to the whole set of shareholder. The
per entage of

shows the

orresponding

ontrolled market value. In detail, we relate the fra tion of shareholders ranked by

their integrated
value they

y -axis

ontrol value

olle tively or

c̃i ,

f. Eqs. (3), (10) and (11), to the fra tion of the total market

umulatively

ontrol.
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In order to motivate the notion of
Using the integrated

umulative

ontrol, some preliminary remarks are required.

ontrol value to rank the shareholders means that we impli itly assume

ontrol based on the integrated fra tion of

possible

orporations:

ontrolling whom?

ontrol

H̃ij . This however is a potential value ree

ontrol. In order to identify the ba kbone, we take a very

a tual

question of what the

ontrols by default.
umulative

an exert. Namely by requiring the sum of ownership per entages

multiple shareholders have in a
value is equivalently

c̃i -value.

Wij > 0.5

ontrol for a single shareholder is then generalized to apply to the

ontrol a group of shareholders

We start the

onservative approa h to the

ontrol of a shareholder is. To this aim, we introdu e a stringent

threshold of 50%. Any shareholder with an ownership per entage
This stri t notion of

ting

ommon sto k to ex eed the threshold of

umulative

ontrol. Its

hosen to be 50%.

omputation of

umulative

ontrol by identifying the shareholder having the highest

From the portfolio of this holder, we extra t the sto ks that are owned at more than

the said 50%. In the next step, the shareholder with the se ond highest

c̃i -value

is sele ted.

Next to the sto ks individually held at more than 50% by this shareholder, additional sto ks are
onsidered, whi h are

umulatively owned by the top two shareholders at more than the said

threshold value. See Fig. 7 for an illustrated example.

Uin (n)

is dened to be the set of indi es of the sto ks that are individually held above the

Ucu (n) represents the set of
indi es of the umulatively ontrolled ompanies. It holds that Uin (n) ∩ Ucu (n) = ∅. At ea h step
n, the total value of this newly onstru ted portfolio, Uin (n) ∪ Ucu (n), is omputed:
X
X
vcu (n) :=
vj +
vj .
(12)

threshold value by the

n

sele ted top shareholders. Equivalently,

j∈Uin (n)

Eq. (12) is in

j∈Ucu (n)

ontrast to Eq. (5), where the total value of the sto ks

ownership per entage

Wij .

(ignoring the termination

The

omputation of

umulative

j

is multiplied by the

ontrol is des ribed in steps 1  7

ondition in step 8) of Algorithm (1) on page 18. Consult the next

se tion for more details.
Let

ntot

be the total number of shareholders in a market and

vtot

the total market value. We

normalize with these values, dening:

η(n) :=
where

n
,
ntot

ϑ(n) :=

vcu (n)
,
vtot

(13)

η, ϑ ∈ (0, 1].

In Fig. (8) these values are plotted against ea h other for a sele tion of
umulative

ontrol diagram, akin to a Lorenz

urve (with reversed

−3 , 0.2) reveals that the top
oordinate pair with value (10
ontrol

20%

of the total market value. The top right
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Figure 7:

omputing

umulative

tant shareholder (light shading) ranked a

orporations:

ontrolling whom?

ontrol: (top

panel)

sele ting the most impor-

c̃i -values and the portfolio of sto ks
step (bottom panel), the next most im-

ording to the

owned at more than 50% (dark shading); in the se ond

portant shareholder is added; although there are now no new sto ks whi h are owned dire tly
at more than 50%,

umulatively the two shareholder own an additional sto k at 55%.
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Figure 8: (Color online) Fra tion of shareholders
trol value

c̃i ,

umulatively

ontrolling

ϑ
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10

(Shareholder Rank, %)

η,

0

10

sorted by des ending (integrated)

on-

per ent of the total market value; the horizontal line

denotes a market value of 80%; the diagram is in semi-log s ale.

per ent of the shareholders
the lower left-hand

ontrolling 100% of the market value, and the rst data point in

orner denotes the most important shareholder of ea h

ountries show a varying degree of

on entration of

ontrol.

Re all that for every shareholder the ranking is based on all paths of
the dire tion of the arrows (indire t
dire t

o-shareholders is

ountry. Dierent

ontrol of any length along

ontrol). For every su h rea hable sto k the importan e of its

onsidered (against the dire tion of the arrows). Therefore our analysis

is based on a genuine network approa h whi h allows us to gain
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Algorithm 1 BB(c̃1 , . . . , c̃n , δ, ϑ̂ )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

c̃ ← sort_descending(c̃1 , . . . , c̃n )

repeat

c ← get_largest(c̃)
I ← I ∪ index(c)
P F ← stocks_controlled_by(I) (individually
P F V ← value_of _portf olio(P F )
c̃ ← c̃ \ {c}
until P F V ≥ ϑ̂ · total_market_value
prune_network(I, P F )

and

shareholder, whi h would otherwise be undete table. In

umulatively at more than

ontrast, most other empiri al studies

start their analysis from a set of important sto ks (e.g., ranked by market
methods of a

ounting for indire t

apitalization). The

ontrol (see Se . 3.5) are, if at all, only employed to dete t

the so- alled ultimate owners of the sto ks. For instan e, [24℄ studies the 10 largest
in 49

ountries, [25℄ looks at the 20 largest publi

ompanies in nine East Asian

ompanies in 27

umulative

orporations

ountries, [50℄ analyzes 2980

ountries, and [28℄ utilizes a set of 800 Belgian rms.

Finally, note that although the identity of the individual
introdu tion of

δ)

ontrolling shareholders is lost due to the

ontrol, the emphasis lies on the fa t that the

are present in the set of the rst

n

ontrolling shareholders

holders.

4.2 Extra ting the ba kbone
On e the

urve of the

umulative

the per entage of jointly
per entage
to

η̂

ontrol is known for a market, one

ontrolled market value,

ϑ̂.

This results in the identi ation of the

of shareholders that theoreti ally hold the power to

oordinate their a tivities in

revealing the power-holders able to
Algorithm (1) gives the

threshold for the
required for the

alled the ba kbone. Here we

hoose the value

omputing the ba kbone. As inputs, the algorithm

the threshold dening the level of ( umulative)

onsidered market value
umulative

ontrol

ruption requirement given by the

ϑ̂ = 0.8,

ontrol 80% of the total market value.

omplete re ipe for

c̃i -values,

ontrol this value, if they were

orresponding voting blo ks. As mentioned, the subnetwork of

these power-holders and their portfolios is

requires all the

an set a threshold for

ϑ̂.

ontrol

δ,

and the

As mentioned in the last se tion, steps 1  7 are

omputation and

δ

is set to

0.5.

Step 8 spe ies the inter-

ontrolled portfolio value being bigger than

market value.
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Finally, in step 9, the subnetwork of power-holders and their portfolios is pruned to eliminate

j , only as many sharesj indi ates, i.e., the (approximate) ee tive number of
but sj is roughly three, only the three largest shareholders

weak links and further enhan e the important stru tures: for ea h sto k
holders are kept as the rounded value of
shareholders. E.g., if
are

j

has 5 holders

onsidered for the ba kbone. In ee t, the weakest links are removed.

4.3 Generalizing the method of ba kbone extra tion
Noti e that our method

an be generalized to any dire ted and weighted network in whi h (1) a

non-topologi al real value

vj ≥ 0

an be assigned to the nodes (with the

for at least all the leaf-nodes in the network) and (2) an edge from node
implies that some of the value of
seek a

j

is transferred to

vj

orresponden e between the values

i.

vj > 0
weight Wij

ondition that

i

to

j

with

In terms of physi al systems, we do not

and the notion of a s alar potential. Instead, we

think of the nodes as entities re eiving material from the downstream nodes and transferring it
to the upstream nodes without dissipation in proportion to the weights of the in oming links.

vj produ e vj units of mass at time
the ow φi entering the node i from ea h node j at time t is the fra tion Wij of the
ed dire tly by j plus the same fra tion of the inow of j :
X
X
φi (t + 1) =
Wij vj +
Wij φi (t).
(14)

Assume that the nodes whi h are asso iated with a value

t = 1.

Then

mass produ

j

where

P

i Wij

= 1

j

for the nodes that have prede essors and

(sinks). In matrix notation, at the steady state, this yields

P

i Wij

= 0

for the root-nodes

φ = W (v + φ).

(15)

φ = (1 − W )−1 W v,

(16)

The solution

exists and is unique if

λ(W ) < 1.

quires that in ea h strongly

This

onne ted

ondition is easily fullled in real networks as it re-

omponent

S

there exists at least one node

j

su h that

P

i∈S Wij < 1. Or, equivalently, the mass ir ulating in S is also owing to some node outside of
S . Noti e that this does not imply that mass is lost in the transfer. Indeed, the mass is onserved
at all nodes ex ept at the sinks. Some of the nodes only produ e mass (all the leaf-nodes but
possibly also other nodes) at time

t=1

and are thus sour es, while the root-nodes a

umulate

the mass. Note that it is straightforward to also dene an equation for the evolution of the sto k
of mass present at ea h node.
The

onvention used in this paper implies that mass ows against the dire tion of the edges.

This makes sense in the

ase of ownership, be ause although the
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ontrol (as dened by the integrated

is transferred in the opposite dire tion, from the

ontrol

orporation to its shareholders. This

is also true for the paid dividends. Observe that the integrated

ontrol value dened in Eq. (11)

an be written in matrix notation as

c̃ = H̃v = (1 − H)−1 Hv,

(17)

whi h is in fa t equivalent to Eq. (16). This implies that for any node
value

c̃i =

P

j

H̃ij vj

orresponds to the inow

Returning to the generi

U0

setting, let

φi

i

the integrated

ontrol

of mass in the steady state.

E0 be, respe tively, the set of verti es and edges
U ⊆ U0 of verti es on whi h we want to fo us on (in
Let E ⊆ E0 then be the set of edges among the verti es
and

yielding the network. We dene a subset
the analysis presented earlier
in

U

ϑ̂,

and introdu e

U = U0 ).

a threshold for the fra tion of aggregate ow through the nodes of the

network. If the relative importan e of neighboring nodes is
the virtue of Eq. (3). Note that
suitable in the

Hij

ru ial,

Hij

is

omputed from

an be repla ed by any fun tion of the weights

Wij

Wij

by

that is

ontext of the network under examination. We now solve Eq. (10) to obtain the

integrated value

H̃ij .

This yields the quantitative relation of the indire t

onne tions amongst

the nodes. To be pre ise, it should be noted that in some networks the weight of an indire t
onne tion is not
two nodes. In su h

orre tly

aptured by the produ t of the weights along the path between the

ases one has to modify Eq. (8) a

ordingly.

The next step in the ba kbone extra tion pro edure is to identify the fra tion of ow that
is transfered by a subset of nodes. A systemati
where we
On the

onstru ted the

x-axis

urve,

(η, ϑ).

way of doing this was presented in Se . 4.1

A general re ipe for su h a

all the nodes are ranked by their

φi -value

in des ending order and the fra tion

y -axis then shows the orresponding
per entage of ow the nodes transfer. As an example, the rst k (ranked) nodes represent the
Pk
fra tion η(k) = k/|U | of all nodes that umulatively transfer the amount ϑ(k) = (
i=1 φi )/φtot
of the total ow. Furthermore, η̂ orresponds to the per entage of top ranked nodes that pipe
the predened fra tion ϑ̂ of all the mass owing in the whole network. Note that the pro edure

they represent with respe t to size of

U

onstru tion is the following.

is

aptured. The

des ribed in Se . 4.1 is somewhat dierent. There we
given by the dire t su

onsidered the fra tion of the total value

essors of the nodes with largest

c̃i .

This makes sense due to the spe ial

nature of the ownership networks under investigation, where every non-rm shareholder (rootnode) is dire tly linked to at least one

orporation (leaf-node), and the

orporations are

onne ted

amongst themselves.
Consider the union of the nodes identied by

η̂

and their dire t and indire t su

with the links amongst them. This is a subnetwork
that

omprises, by

onstru tion, the fra tion

denition of the ba kbone of

(U, E).

ϑ̂

B = (U B , E B ),

with

essors, together

UB ⊂ U

and

EB ⊂ E

of the total ow. This is already a rst possible

A dis ussion of the potential appli ation of this pro edure
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to other domains, and a more detailed des ription of the generalized methodology (along with
spe i

renements pertaining to the

Viable

andidates are the world trade web [8, 18, 51, 52℄, food-webs [4℄, transportation networks

[53℄, and

ontext given by the networks) is left for future work.

redit networks [54℄

It should also be noted that in Se . 4.1 we have introdu ed an additional threshold
weights of the links whi h is needed in the

ontext of

an be set to zero. Returning to the spe i
one

orporate

ontrol. In the general

that the

umulative

for the
ase it

ontext given by the data analyzed in this paper,

an vary the requirements that determine the ba kbone. For instan e, one

predened subset of listed

δ

ould fo us on a

ompanies, say the ten largest ones in the energy se tor, and impose

ontrol over that set of sto ks is

ϑ̂ = 60%.

4.4 Dening lassi ation measures
Markets are known to dier from one

ountry to another in a variety of respe ts (see Se . 1).

They may however not look too dierent if one restri ts the analysis to the distribution of lo al
quantities, and in parti ular to the degree, as shown in Se . 3.3. In
ba kbones, i.e., the stru tures where most of the value resides, they
as seen for instan e in the

ontrast, at the level of the
an look strikingly dissimilar,

ase of CN and JP, shown in Fig. 9. In order to attempt a

lassi ation

of these diverse stru tures, we will make use of indi ators built on the same quantities used
to

onstru t the ba kbone. Performing a

insights into the

ross- ountry analysis for these indi ators gives new

hara teristi s of the global markets.

In detail, the properties we are interested in and want to unveil are the
and value, next to the frequen y of widely held
metri s ree ting these

of a

ompany, the average value

s=
is a good proxy

nst

and

nsh

denote the number of sto ks

measures the ee tive number of shareholders

Pnst

j=1 sj

nst

,

(18)

hara terizing the lo al patterns of ownership: the higher

the ownership is in the ba kbone, or the more
Furthermore, due to the
tration of

sj

onstru tion of

sj ,

ontrol

ompanies. In the following, straightforward

hara teristi s are dened. Let

and shareholders in a ba kbone, respe tively. As

on entration of

s,

the more dispersed

ommon is the appearan e of widely held rms.

the metri

s

equivalently measures the lo al

on en-

ontrol.

In a similar vein, the average value

h=
ree ts the global distribution of
has very few shareholders

Pnsh

i=1 hi

nsh

=

nst
,
nsh

ontrol. A high value of

h

(19)
means that the

onsidered ba kbone

ompared to sto ks, exposing a high degree of global
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Figure 9: (Top) the ba kbone of JP; (bottom) the ba kbone of CN (for the
ba kbone layouts

omplete set of

onsult [45℄); the graph layouts are based on [55℄.

ontrol. It is worth noting that the values

nst

and

nsh

are derived from the ba kbone and are

hen e network-related measures.
Re all that for the ba kbones to be
needed to be spe ied:

ϑ̂ = 0.8. In the

onstru ted, a threshold for the
umulative

identi ation of the number of shareholders being able to
the per entage of power-holders

orresponding to

ontrolled market value

ontrol diagram seen in Fig. (8), this allows the

ϑ̂.

ontrol this value. The value

η̂

To adjust for the variability introdu ed by

the dierent numbers of shareholders present in the various national sto k markets, we
normalize

η̂ .

Let

n100

denote the smallest number of shareholders
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Table 1: Classi ation measure values for a sele tion of
values are plotted for all analyzed

market value

vtot ,

ountries; in Figs. 11 and 12 these

ountries.

η′

s

h

AU

0.82%

5.45

2.79

CA

3.32%

3.04

4.97

CH

5.97%

2.91

0.66

CN

9.21%

1.32

0.90

DE

3.22%

2.76

0.82

FR

3.96%

2.65

0.83

GB

0.89%

8.60

5.05

IN

5.27%

2.15

3.92

IT

6.10%

1.62

0.82

JP

1.93%

2.48

34.26

KR

2.25%

2.39

0.94

TW

5.00%

2.98

0.58

US

0.56%

8.56

15.39

then

η ′ :=
A small value for

orporations:

ontrolling whom?

η′

η̂
n100

.

(20)

means that there will be very few shareholders in the ba kbone

ompared

to the number of shareholders present in the whole market, ree ting that the market value
is extremely

on entrated in the hands of a few shareholders. In essen e, the metri

η′

is an

emergent property of the ba kbone extra tion algorithm and mirrors the global distribution of
the value.
To summarize:

• s

ree ts lo al dispersion of

• h is an indi

ator of the global

ontrol (at rst-neighbor level, insensitive to value);
on entration of

ontrol (an integrated measure, i.e., derived

by virtue of Eq. (10), at se ond-neighbor level, insensitive to value);

• η′

is a global measure of the

on entration of market value (an emergent quantity).

Table 1 shows the empiri al values of these quantities for a sele tion of
the results of a

ross- ountry analysis for the

ountries. In the following,

lassi ation measures is given.
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Figure 10: (Top) the ownership network of CH with 972 shareholders, 266 sto ks and 4671
ownership relations; (bottom) the ba kbone of CH; rms are denoted by shaded nodes and
sized by market

apitalization, shareholders are bla k, whereas rms owning sto ks them-

selves are represented by shaded nodes with thi k bounding

ir les, arrows are weighted by the

per entage of ownership value; the graph layouts are based on [55℄.

5

Analyzing the Ba kbones

In the last se tion, an algorithm for extra ting the ba kbones of national markets, and measures
ree ting their key

hara teristi s, were given. But how relevant are these methods and how

mu h of the properties of the real-world ownership networks they des ribe are
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Fig. (10) shows the layout for the CH ownership network and the ba kbone, respe tively. There is
a big redu tion in
it is indeed the

omplexity by going to the ba kbone. Looking at the sto ks left in the ba kbone,

ase that the important

the shareholders). We nd a

orporations reappear (re all that the algorithm sele ted

luster of shareholdings linking, for instan e, Nestlé, Novartis, Ro he

Holding, UBS, Credit Suisse Group, ABB, Swiss Re, Swat h. JPMorgan Chase & Co. features
as most important

ontrolling shareholder. The des endants of the founding families of Ro he

(Homann and Oeri) are the highest ranked Swiss shareholders at position four. UBS follows as
dominant Swiss shareholder at rank seven.
The ba kbone extra tion algorithm is also a good test for the robustness of market patterns.
The bow-tie stru tures (dis ussed in Se . 3.1) in JP, KR, TW vanish or are negligibly small in
their ba kbones, whereas in the ba kbones of the Anglo-Saxon

ountries (and as an outlier SE)

one sizable bow-tie stru ture survives. This emphasizes the strength and hen e the importan e
of these patterns in the markets of AU, CA, GB and the US.
But what about some of the ndings in ownership patterns that have been previously reported
in the literature? To see if we

an re over some known observations, we analyze the empiri al

values for the Widely Held index dened in [25℄, where a value of one is assigned if there are no
ontrolling shareholders, and zero if all rms in the sample are
introdu ed, beyond whi h
value. We nd a
of

3.2 ·

76.6%
s

10−6 ) between

ontrol is said to o

orrelation (and a

For the

20%

however be handled with
of market

p-value

in the ba kbone and the

ountries it is reported for. The

60.0% (9.3 · 10−4 ).

orrelation of
uto, the

ontrolled. There is a threshold

ur: the study is done with a

s

10%

and

for testing the hypothesis of no

10%

in the

orrelation

ountries' whole ownership networks is

orrelation values are smaller. These relations should

are, as the study [25℄ is restri ted to the 20 largest rms (in terms

apitalization) in the analyzed

ountries and there is a twelve-year lag between the
orrelation

urren e of widely held rms.

Having established that the ba kbones indeed su
markets, and showing that one of the
we

uto

uto Widely Held index for the 27

datasets in the two studies. Nevertheless, it is a reassuring sign to nd su h a high
with older proxies for the o

20%

essfully

omprise important stru tures of the

lassi ation methods we propose

onrms known results,

an pro eed to investigate novel aspe ts of the ownership networks. As frequently mentioned

in this paper, the la k of existing network-oriented analysis of the nan ial ar hite ture of
porations in national markets leaves one question unaddressed: what is the
of

global

or-

on entration

ontrol?

5.1 Global on entration of ontrol
We utilize the measures dened in Eqs. (18), (19) and (20), to
re apitulate,

s

is a lo al measure for the dispersion of
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for 48

0.5

1

ontrol: lo al dispersion of

SE

ln(s)

1.5

ontrol,

s,

2

2.5

is plotted against global

on entration

ountries.

presen e of widely held rms.
global

GB

CA
IN

h

is a se ond-neighbor quantity sensitive to the

ontrol. Large values are indi ative that the
PSfrag repla ements

of very few shareholders. Finally,

η′

ontrol of many sto ks resides in the hands

is a global variable related to the (normalized) per entage

of shareholders in the ba kbone. It hen e measures the

on entration of value in a market, as a

low number means that very few shareholders are able to
In Fig. 11 the log-values of

s

and

on entration of

h

ontrol

80%

of the market value.

are plotted against ea h other. The

s-

oordinates of the

ountries are as expe ted [25℄: to the right we see the presen e of widely held rms (i.e., the

5
VG
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Figure 12: Map of market value: lo al dispersion of
tration of market value,

η′ ,

for 48

ountries.
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lo al dispersion of

ontrol) for the Anglo-Saxon

are lo ated to the left, ree ting more
is that there is a

distribution of

to warp into highly
hand, the lo al

ountries AU, GB and the US. FR, IT, JP

on entrated lo al

ontrol. However, what is astonishing

ounterintuitive trend to be observed in the data: the more lo al

dispersed, the higher the global
a demo rati

orporations:

ontrolling whom?

on entration of

ontrol from

on entrated

on entration of

ontrol be omes. In essen e, what looks like

lose up, by taking a step ba k, a tually turns out

ontrol in the hands of very few shareholders. On the other
ontrol is in fa t widely distributed amongst many

shareholder. Comparing with Fig. 2, where idealized network
on lude that the empiri al patterns of lo al and global
(D), with JP
(C)

ombining lo al and global

ontrolling

ongurations are illustrated, we

ontrol range from the type (B) to type

on entration of

ontrol. Interestingly, type (A) and

onstellations are not observed in the data.

In Fig. 12 the log-values of

s

and

η′

are depi ted. What we

ontrol is also true for the market value: the more the

an also

ompare the

s

and

h

on luded in the last paragraph for

ontrol is lo ally dispersed, the higher the

on entration of value that lies in the hands of very few
We

ontrol is

ontrolling shareholders, and vi e versa.

values measured for the ba kbones with the

values of the total ownership networks,

stot

and

htot .

orresponding

We nd that

s < stot .

(21)

This fa t, that the widely held rms are less often present in the national ba kbones, means that
the important shareholders (able to

ontrol 80% of the market value) only infrequently invest in

orporations with dispersed ownership. Note that the pruning s heme used in the
of the ba kbone (introdu ed at the end of Se . 4.2) approximates
an redu e the value of

s

in the ba kbone maximally by 0.5. In

ex eption of ES) the relation

stot − s ≫ 0.5

power-holders to avoid widely held rms, a

sj

onstru tion

to the nearest integer. This

ontrast, in our data (with the

holds, indi ating that there is indeed a tenden y of
ounting for their less frequent appearan e in the

ba kbones.
We also nd that

h > htot .
This means that there is a higher level of global
widely held rms o

[0.06, 1.09]

and

(22)

ontrol in the ba kbone, again implying that

ur less often in the ba kbone. In addition, looking at the ranges of

h ∈ [0.3, 34.26],

reveals a higher

htot ∈

ross- ountry variability in the ba kbone. In

essen e, the algorithm for extra ting the ba kbone in fa t amplies subtle ee ts and unveils key
stru tures.
We realize that the two gures dis ussed in this se tion open many questions. Why are there
outliers to be observed: JP in Fig. 11 and VG in Fig. 12? What does it mean to group
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oordinates and what does proximity imply? What are the im-

ountries? We hope to address su h and similar questions in future

work.

5.2 The seat of power
Having identied the important shareholders in the global markets, it is now also possible to
address the following questions. Who holds the power in an in reasingly globalized world? How
important are individual people

ompared to the sphere of inuen e of multinational

orpora-

tions? How eminent is the inuen e of the nan ial se tor? By look in detail at the identity of
the power-holders featured in the ba kbones, we address these issues next.
If one fo usses on how often the same power-holders appear in the ba kbones of the 48

ountries

analyzed, it is then possible to identify the global power-holders. Unsurprisingly, they turn out
to be mostly multinational
list,
a

omprised of the

orporations in the banking and insuran e se tors. Below is a top-ten

ompanies' name, a tivity,

ountry the headquarter is based in, and ranked

ording to the number of times it is present in dierent

ountries' ba kbones.

1. The Capital Group Companies; investment management; US; 36;
2. Fidelity Management & Resear h; investment produ ts and servi es; US; 32;
3. Bar lays PLC; nan ial servi es provider; GB; 26;
4. Franklin Resour es; investment management; US; 25;
5. AXA; insuran e

ompany; FR; 22;

6. JPMorgan Chase & Co.; nan ial servi es provider; US; 19;
7. Dimensional Fund Advisors; investment management; US; 15;
8. Merrill Lyn h & Co.; investment management; US; 14;
9. Wellington Management Company; investment management; US; 14;
10. UBS; nan ial servi es provider; CH; 12.

As mentioned, the prevalen e of

ompanies in the nan ial and insuran e se tors is perhaps

not very surprising. After all, Capital Group Companies is one of the world's largest investment
management organizations with assets under management in ex ess of one trillion USD. However,
it is an interesting observation that all the above mentioned

orporations appear as prominent

ontrolling shareholders in the various ba kbones they are present in.
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ompanies seems slowly to be

ontested: next to Bar lays PLC

(GB), AXA (FR) and UBS (CH), we nd Deuts he Bank (DE), Brandes Investment Partners
(CA), So iété Générale (FR), Credit Suisse Group (CH), S hroders PLC (GB), Allianz (DE) in
the top 21 positions. The government of Singapore is at rank 25. HSBC Holdings PLC (HK/GB),
the world's largest banking group, only appears at position 26.
In addition, large multinational

orporations outside of the nan e and insuran e industry do

not a t as prominent shareholders and only appear in their own national

ountries' ba kbones as

ontrolled sto ks. For instan e, Exxon Mobil, Daimler Chrysler, Ford Motor Company, Siemens,
Unilever.
The observation that individual people do not appear as multinational power-holders is perhaps
also not surprising. Indeed, most

ountries' ba kbones do not have people appearing in the top-

ten list of shareholders. In the US ba kbone, we nd one person ranked at ninth position: Warren
E. Buet. William Henry Gates III is next, at rank 26. In DE the family Pors he/Pie h and in
FR the family Betten ourt are power-holders in the top ten. For the tax-haven KY one nds
Kao H. Min (who is pla ed at number 140 in the Forbes 400 list) in the top ranks.

6

Summary and Con lusion

We have developed a methodology to extra t the ba kbone of
is a subnetwork where most of the
indire t

ontrol and the e onomi

ontrol along all ownership pathways is fully a

orporate

ontrol networks, that

value resides. In this pro edure the

ounted for. The methodology applies in

general to networks with weighted and dire ted links in whi h nodes are asso iated with a s alar
quantity.
We

an interpret su h networks as systems in whi h mass is

reated at some nodes and transferred

to the nodes upstream. The amount of mass owing along a link from node
by the s alar quantity asso iated with the node
ba kbone

j,

i

j is given
Wij vj . The

to node

times the weight of the link,

orresponds to the subnetwork in whi h a preassigned fra tion of the total ow of the

system is transfered.
From a network theoreti

point of view, we extended the notions of degree to more suitable

measures that take into a

ount the relative weight of the links with respe t to the links of

se ond-order neighbors. Nodes were asso iated with non-topologi al state variables given by the
market
an

apitalization size of the rms. We ranked the shareholders a

ontrol and we

onstru ted the subset of shareholders whi h

fra tion of the e onomi

ording to the value they

olle tively

ontrol a given

value in the market. We further introdu ed some measures aimed at

lassifying the ba kbone of the dierent markets in terms of lo al and global
ontrol and value.
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With respe t to the literature addressing the empiri al analysis of e onomi
presents the rst extensive

ross- ountry investigation of the

ownership relations and market

ontrol of

networks, this paper
orporations based on

apitalization values in 48 national sto k markets.

We nd that ea h level of detail (i.e., topology, weights and dire tion, value of nodes) in the
analysis un overs new features in the ownership networks. In orporating the dire tion of links in
the study reveals bow-tie stru tures in the network. In luding value allows us to identify who is
holding the power in the global sto k markets.
With respe t to other studies in the e onomi s literature, next to proposing a new model for
estimating

ontrol from ownership, we are able to re over previously observed patterns in the

data, namely the frequen y of widely held rms in the various
been known for over 75 years that the Anglo-Saxon
widely held rms [56℄. This statement, that the

ountries studied. Indeed, it has

ountries have the highest o

ontrol of

urren e of

orporations is dispersed amongst

many shareholders, invokes the intuition that there exists a multitude of owners that only hold
a small amount of shares in a few
nding is that a lo al dispersion of

ompanies. However, in

ontrast to su h intuition, our main

ontrol is asso iated with a global

value. This means that only a small elite of shareholders

on entration of

ontrol and

ontinually reappears as the

ontrolling

entity of all the sto ks, without ever having been previously dete ted or reported on. On the other
hand, in

ountries with lo al

on entration of

shareholders tend to only exert
global

ontrol (mostly observed in European states), the

ontrol over a single

orporation, resulting in the dispersion of

ontrol and value.

Finally, we also observe that the US nan ial se tor holds the seat of power at an international
level. It will remain to be seen, if the

ontinued unfolding of the

urrent nan ial

rises will tip

this balan e of power, as the US nan ial lands ape fa es a fundamental transformation in its
wake.
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